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FOUR GREAT MYTHS CONCERNING GROWTH
Growth is the first thing on any marketer’s mind. All questions
we ask eventually have the same underlying target – achieve
growth. At the micro-level, i.e., at various stages in the brand’s
life cycle, we support our brands with a lot of research, but at
the macro-level where data and learnings at the cross-category
level are often limited we tend to make important decisions
based on what we’ve come to believe. This piece explores in
short, the myths that marketers might have which may
adversely influence or limit decision making.

#1

SMALL BRANDS GROW PENETRATION FASTER – Think Again!

AVERAGE PENETRATION POINT GAIN FOR
BRANDS ACROSS CATEGORIES
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Typically, when we look at growth rates it appears as
if the small brands outpace the big brands by a
margin. However, when we look at absolutes that isn’t
the case at all.
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For this exercise, we looked at 563 FMCG brands
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across 45 categories that had a penetration of at
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least 1% and ranked these brands based on their
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current penetration levels. The top 50 brands in the
list added 3.2 percentage points on an average in the
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last 3 years. The bottom 50 brands hardly saw any
movement on an average.

The math is simple here. The most penetrated brand Clinic Plus had a growth rate of 9.8% in these 3
years. GS Dust tea one of the smaller brands meanwhile grew by 17.3%. On the face of it GS Dust tea
outpaced Clinic Plus. However, the 17.3% growth translates to 4.2 Lakh additional households for GS
Dust; while the 9.8% Clinic Plus growth translate to a humungous 20.3 million households.

The takeaway – your big brands are still going to be your key penetration drivers.

#2

ONE TARGET GROUP – Perhaps, but minimally!
PENETRATION VS.
AVERAGE HOUSEWIFE AGE
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I CAN GROW FOCUSING ON

One of the often-made errors in marketing is
assuming that growth comes from focusing on
a Core target group. We often get asked, what
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is the core target group that I should run after.
Focusing on one core target group will only take
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you so far. Any brand that aspires to gain
serious penetration in the market should have a
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universal view not a myopic view.
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The graph on the left has 494 brands across 17
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(x-axis) and the average age of the housewife
(y-axis). The average age of the housewife is

about 42 years. The graph clearly points out that the biggest brands always group around the mean age,
while the smallest brands are scattered farther. The effect would have been similar across other
demographic parameters. What this means is that big brands never have skews to any one target group,
rather they have a universal appeal.
Segmenting your category buyers becomes an extremely important exercise in this context because
once you identify how the category is segmented, you can devise strategies to cater to each of those
segments and thereby have a universal appeal.
The takeaway – appeal to everyone in your category by knowing what they need

The takeaway – appeal to everyone in your category by knowing what they need

#3

AN ESTABLISHED VARIANT
NEEDS LITTLE TO GROW – You could be wrong!

One of the challenges for Brand Managers in having multiple variants is allocation of monies. Which
variant should you support more - an established variant that keeps delivering or a new variant that
needs a lot of initial support to make its mark. Often the vote goes for the new variant here and the
existing variant is left with little or no support.
ANNUAL LAPSERS FROM THE TOP 2 VARIANTS OF SUNSILK
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Let’s take the example of Sunsilk to drive this point. Sunsilk reaches nearly 34% of the Indian homes
and has a good number of variants supporting the brand. In the last 3 years, its top 2 variants lost 40%
of their annual buyers individually. For the top penetrated variant this translates to 28.3 million homes
lost on an average. However, the top variant still manages to grow because it has managed to recruit
nearly 30.5 million households every year on an average.
For the second ranked variant the 40% translates to about 10.5 million households. So, even if the
second variant attracts 11 million households, it would still be in the green. What does this prove? To
stay in the green, the top variant should recruit nearly 3 times the households that the second ranked
variant needs to recruit. In that sense, the big variants work much harder than the smaller ones just to
stay in the green!

The take away – even for your big variants you need support in the form of
consistent and continuous marketing.

#4

AS BRANDS GROW
FRINGE VOLUMES DOMINATE – That’s wrong!

PENETRATION VS. SOR
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One expectation from growing brands is that they enter all kinds of households – heavy or light; regular
or irregular. Given this, the common perception is that big brands have a lot of fringe buyers and fringe
volumes. (By fringe we mean unimportant buyers in the category context) In real terms, the sheer size
of the big brands means that fringe volumes do exist in a sizeable way. However, fringe volumes do not
dominate.
As the graph on the left depicts brands that have a penetration of 50% or more also have an SOR of 50%
on an average. In other words, these big brands take over half of the category volume used in the
households. You also will notice a depreciating trend as the penetration falls. Brands that have 5% or less
penetration cover only 27% of their households’ volumes.

The take away – Driving penetration helps you drive your loyalty too.

HOW HAVE UNIVERSAL CATEGORIES CHANGED?
When a Category has over 95% penetration at an annual level, virtually every household in the country
is purchasing that product, hence these categories are defined as Universal Categories. There are six
such Universal Categories that are tracked on the Household Panel.
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Given that these are universally existent, in terms of category penetration there is little growth that we
see here. So, what changes do we see in categories such as these? How do brands evolve here? This is
what we explore in this short article.
For this, we compared the current data with the 2004 annual data to see how far the various categories,
formats and brands have changed in these 15 years.

Loyalty remains similar:
The number of brands in a household is often an indication of experimentation. If the household adds
more brands than the previous year, we can safely assume that they are trying out for something.
Despite a massive growth in the number of brands available in these categories, surprisingly households
haven’t been adding more brands. In 15 years, none of these categories added at least one extra brand.
The slight increase that we see in Cooking Media is due to some households that were using Unbranded
products now trying out some branded product; and in Dentifrices it is largely an effect of Patanjali.
So, just because there are more number of brands now available consumers are not going to start trying
more brands – there are only a limited number of chances for a brand to enter a household.

NUMBER OF BRANDS (2004 VS. 2018)
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Consumers get premium:
While we cannot rule out the fact that products have generally become costlier in the last 15 years, it is
also true that Consumers have increased their spends more than they’ve increased their consumption.
For example, households purchased 3.67 Kgs of soap in 2004 and it remained relatively constant upto
2018 when they consumed 3.6 Kgs. However, the spends jumped up from Rs. 377 to Rs. 637 for the same
3.6 Kgs of soap. There is obviously an element of manufacturers increasing their prices here, but
consumers themselves have moved toward costlier products. In 2004, 45% of the households were
buying a Premium soap. However, by 2018 69% of them were buying a Premium soap.
One indication of consumers spending more is the Price they are paying per Kilogram of product. It is the
Personal Care categories on which consumers have increased their spends heavily – Rs. 94 on tooth
pastes and Rs. 74 on Soaps. Tea, which is also driven by personal preference features next at Rs. 43
growth in 15 years.

PRICE PER KG (2004 VS. 2018)
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Consumers adopting multiple Formats:
It is true that the number of brands haven’t really increased per household. However, categories are
increasingly buying multiple formats.
For example, very few households were buying a Liquid soap along with a Bar Soap in 2004; by 2018,
nearly 1 in 5 households buy a Bar Soap with a Liquid Soap.
The change is even stark in Gels. Just 1 in 25 people were buying a Chalky (white) tooth paste in 2004. 15
years later this changed to more than 1 in 2 households. Explosive growth of brands like Dabur and
Colgate Gel has changed the category dynamic altogether.
The growth in formats is also one of the reasons for the increase spends as discussed in the previous
point.
MULTIPLE FORMATS
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Bigger Packs only for Staples:
There is very little evidence that the average consumer shows interest in upgrading to bigger pack sizes.
We see that reflected even here.
There is only one category where we see the average pack size seeing any reasonable growth – Cooking
Media, where it jumped from 0.7 Lts on an average to 1.1 Lts. Across the other categories the growth
across 15 years was either paltry or in the case of Salt a steep decline.
Of course, we must be aware that the manufacturers themselves have reduced the pack sizes here, but
if consumers are upgrading from a smaller tier to a slightly bigger tier of pack sizes, we should at least
be seeing some growth and not a stagnation. This means that in 15 years a large group of consumers in
categories like Soaps, Washing Powders, Tooth Pastes and Tea have not really thought of moving beyond
their price tier. So, how judicious is it for manufacturers now to try for this in the Universal categories?
So, the real change when we look at data across 15 years is only in Consumer spends; We don’t see these
established and universal categories changing in behaviour that much. Growth in these categories
should be derived from innovating new formats and encouraging them to spend more as a result.
AVERAGE PACK SIZE IN GMS. (2004 VS. 2018)
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WHAT MEN WANT
For As long as written history goes back, grooming has been an intrinsic part of men’s daily routine as
much as it has been for women. Over time, the grooming products men are embracing have evolved. The
past few years there has been an exponential growth in male grooming across the globe and India is a
definite part of that story.
For the last 6 months, Kantar Worldpanel has been tracking the personal grooming purchases made by
men in the large towns and metros. The grooming products that we capture can be clubbed into 3 groups
based on the need they cater to – Hair, Face and Body.
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Don’t mess with my HAIR!
Hair is the most catered to segment among men, as washing, oiling and colouring
products all being bought by almost all men. Styling products are still finding root but
close to 15% men are buying them, offering a huge growth potential. 22% of millennials
buy styling products as against only 6% of the non-millennials. Brands can try to figure
out what would it take for the non-millennials to come to their fold and tap into this
potentially important category.

SMELL good to feel good
After Hair Care the next important need for men appears to be smelling good. In the
last 6 months at least 56% of men bought a talcum powder. In fact, 48% bought
powders other than prickly heats, clearly establishing the need for smelling good. 46%
of men bought deodorants. About 42% of men bought either a deodorant or a talcum
powder while 30% of them bought both – in that sense nearly 3/4th of men end up
buying a fragrance product.

FACE Time
While shaving products have been around, the interesting fact is the adoption of face
creams and face washes. Close to 40% men are buying face creams, with 3 out of 4
buying a fairness cream. The remaining buy a moisturizing cream.
28% men bought a face wash at least once in the last 6 months. Nearly half of these
men do not buy a face cream, which is an interesting proposition for men’s face
creams to tag along with face washes.

Use what you get?
The need for specialized men specific products is still not felt by the majority. Of the
men who bought talcum powder only 5% of them bought talcum powders made for
men. When it comes to Facial products the awareness is much better – 34% of the face
cream buyers and 30% of the face wash buyers purchase a men’s specific product
while the clear majority are still getting along with a product intended for women.
Growth in men’s grooming clearly depends on how fast this trend reverses. Marketers
should try and understand the reasons behind men sticking along with women’s
products despite a range of men’s products now available.
Kantar Worldpanel’s Menz Panel tracks monthly purchases made by men in the
households. Purchases of 4,000 men from SEC A,B and C in the 10L+ cities are
captured. To get access to the Menz Panel data write to us.
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